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information objects images people

something purposefully
didactic, based on an
uneven list of artists,
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This is the beginning of an impossible event: turning negative
space into positive, inverting truth to fiction, all while holding one’s own breath (even though a fresh breath of air would feel
pretty good about now.) This Visual Talking Point focuses on
functionality. Function is functional. It is rational. It has
history, but it is not always objective or factual. It leaves a
trial from whence it comes. There is alot riding on objects or
people suggesting function. Art works are a special breed of
object. Their function may be decorative or purposeful, but they
are not scientific, or proven, though they might want to be. When
in doubt, tilt in the direction of function, because it implies a
level of believability that the personal, or expressive, cannot
muster: this is its charm.

which must work
within a restricted
physical (commercial)
context, as in a social
space...

Often process, research (the indexical), and narrative act as
sub groups of functionality. They share language as its primary
form, carefully revealing a use-narrative that turns sensibility
into language, which then transitionsinto politics, and away from
sensibility. The tactile plays an active role often disregarded
or placed as a secondary or tertiary concern, which always
happens when transforming ideas into objects.

This VTP presents a number of attempts, or demonstrations, in
the fabrication of function by a group of artists working with
conventional artisan and craft production, that is as much about
output as it is about design (putting forms together). Since
the demarcation between art and design waned indifference years
ago, how we play in the spaces provided by these objects, and
how our senses are engaged is where sensibility resonates in
the architectural, and/or spatial configurations of social design.

Defining characteristics:
1. Locales of familiarity
or origins of production.
2. Scale equivalence to
domestic or public space.
3. Texture (tactile
quality) using current

or existing technologies
(consumptive). 4. Decorative
(non-critical).

Social Design is the objectification of the social,
which is purposed to effect a specific behavioral
response. Example, walking over tiles in a domestic, or institutional space, is not necessarily social
design: either is throwing a party, curating an exhibition, or musical event. Just because you say it is,
doesn’t mean it is so. Social Design is complicated,
because it attempts to shift use-value from material
concerns to the programmatic. Beauty and subjectivity are not social, but decorative features often
incorporated as elements within social design.
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Mitchell Kane
“something purposefully...” (so wrong), 2010
12 panels, 7.1x12.6 cm, or 56.7x25.2 cm
[6-up vertical, staggered]
Edition 3, plus 1 Artist Proof
Christian Jankowski
My Way, 2009, (Artwork for tapestry)
Ink on paper
56 x 21.5 cm. (28 x 21.5 cm each)
Andrea Zittel
Untitled, (Green/Gold), 2010
Handcrafted cement tile
Module: 30 x 30 cm

Pae White
Candelo Cavallo Nero, 2007 [Detail]
Candil electrico de barro negro
Unique object, plus 2 Artist Proofs
Dimensions variable, 145 x 130 cm. diameter.

Fernando Palomar
Chalupa Roja & Chalupa Roja (Interior), 2009-10
90 x 500 x 130cm

Charlotte Perriand
Mexique Bookcase, 1953
(from the maison du Mexique, Cité Universataire
de Paris, France. Manufactured by
Ateliers Jean Prouvé, France.
Lacquered steel and pine.
161.5 x 183 x 31.5 cm)

Visual Talking Point
Jean Prouvé
Armoir, 1950
Atelier Jean Prouvé.Enameled steel and oak
149.9 x 54.6 x 157.5 cm
Jerry Can, c.1937
Designer unknown

Joseph Albers
Michoacán: Study for Homage to a Square, 1957
Oil on masonite
76.2 x 76.2 cm

